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I.

The Data Inventory within Work Package 3

According to the CIVI.net´s (The capacity of civil society organisations (CSOs) and their networks in
community based environmental management) DoW specifications (Part of Grant agreement no:
282750), the project “aims to analyse, transfer and disseminate successful and sustainable
community based solutions with regard to ecosystem service management in Latin America. The
main focus is placed on institutional settings in terms of original rules and related governance
models which help to prevent and resolve tensions arising from a necessary new repartition and
use of natural resources. Thereby, the role of civil society organisations (CSOs) within these
governance models is in the core of the research. To meet these challenges, CiVi.net takes an
action research and case study approach.
The project has chosen four case study regions in Brazil and Costa Rica where successful solutions
have been worked out. These will be analysed with respect to the following questions:
- What kinds of management instruments are used to solve environmental problems and how
effective are they?
- What kinds of original rules and institutional arrangements are implemented and which
economic governance models have been established?
- What crucial aspects must be considered when transferring these solutions to other communities
that face similar problems?
- What is the capacity of CSOs and their networks for contributing to finding, implementing and
transferring such solutions?
Based on the findings, CiVi.net wants to facilitate the transfer of successful solutions to at least
one other community for each selected case study region confronted with similar environmental
challenges. To do so, CiVi.net will develop an ex-ante assessment approach to test the
transferability of institutional solutions and of successful governance models. One of the final
outputs will be a manual to assist practitioners and scientists on how to design and manage the
knowledge transfer. CiVi.net will put much emphasis on the dissemination of the produced
knowledge. Thus, another of its final outputs will be an innovative web-based data portal for
providing and trading knowledge” (CIVI.net, 2011).
Among the six work packages of which the project is composed, Work Package 3 (WP3Stakeholder data and decision support) seeks two objectives: 1 - Provide stakeholder discussion
with a sound data basis to support decision making with respect to the transfer and relocation of
the solution approaches of the original case study regions to the transfer regions, and, 2- Provide
the data basis for the case study analysis in WP4 and WP5 that feeds into the analytical framework
elaboration (CIVI.net, 2011).
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The first task of this WP (Task 3.1) is to check available data in the chosen case study regions and
provide an overview of available data. According to its description, Fundación Neotrópica (NEO),
“supported by all other case study partners will screen and collect data sets that are already
available in the different original case study regions and the transfer regions. Data of interest refer
to the description of the ecological and socio-economic conditions in the case study regions. This
will include data from different projects that have been conducted in the regions and data from
different organisations that are located in the regions, such as research organisations, NGOs, etc.
Sources of relevant data might include, for instance, project reports, papers in scientific journals
and other written documents, but also GIS data, audio and video materials, data from interviews
and surveys, etc. As an outcome of this task most data should be available within the project or, if
this is not possible, it should be known where available data are stored and respective reference
will be made. Preferably, a contact person should be named who could be asked for the
permission to use these data sets in case they are needed. All available data will be listed in an
inventory report in form of a short commented data index” (CIVI.net, 2011). This report is
deliverable 3.1.

II.

The RTD Wish List

To elaborate the data inventory, a data wish list was developed by RTD partners including 12
categories
of
information (Figure
1).
Each
category
includes
different
numbers
of
indicators for a total
number of 73. Figure
2
shows
the
percentage of data
variables that each
category contains.

Figure 1-Data Categories According to the RTD Data Wish List. Source: Author´s Elaboration.
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Figure 2- Percentage of Variables per Category According to the RTD Wish List. Source: Author´s Elaboration

As can be observed, the dominant categories of variables include: Economic Information and
Information on Actors (13 variables), followed by Demographic information (8 variables). The
categories with fewer variables are Monitoring and Control, Payments for Ecosystem Services and
Forest, Agricultural and Fishing Products (each with 2 variables only). The full list of variables can
be seen in Appendix 1.

III.

Methodology to Develop the Inventory

The RTD wish list was first sent out for comments and for the CSO partners to get familiarized with
it. It was converted afterwards into an MS Excel data collection worksheet that was sent to all CSO
partners. One point person from each of the CSO partners, as shown by Table 1, filled it. It
included, according to the Specific Variable Description, a Space for each one of the CSO partners
to indicate if the data variable would be available and instructions to indicate where it is. It also
indicated a column to write comments regarding the availability of the data. CSOs were sent an email with instructions (Appendix 2).
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Table 1 - Point Persons from CSO Partners that Filled the Data Availability Worksheet. Source: Author´s Elaboration.

Case Study Area

CSO Partner

Responsible Point Person that Filled the
Data Collection Worksheet
Ranulfo Paiva Sobrinho

FUNDAG
Maruja (Brazil)
Santa Catarina (Brazil)
Tocantins (Brazil)
Osa (Costa Rica)

IV.

FUNDAG
Ecologica
Institute
Fundación
Neotrópica

Gisele Alarcon
Raissa Costa
Bernardo Aguilar-González

Results and Discussion

Results from the data inventory are summarized by case study (CS), data category and as a whole
by Figure 3 and Appendix 3. The CS area that shows the average less availability according to the
CSO representative is Santa Catarina (75,34%). The weakest areas according to the data are
Environmental and Social/Political (42,86%). The areas of Monitoring and Control and Various
have levels of 50%, yet they are categories with fewer variables.
Toncatins shows low availability in the categories of various (25%) and Payments for Ecosystem
Services (50%). Yet, these two are categories with fewer variables. Overall Tocantins has a data
availability average of 78,08%.
Both Maruja and Osa show levels of availability above 80% of data availability with only one
category, Forest, agricultural and fishing products appearing with 50% of availability (yet it
includes only 2 variables). The overall average availability per case study is of 81,79% of the data
requested by the RTD partners.
In terms of data categories, none of them show an availability of less than 62,5% across all
categories. The categories with less availability are Various (62,5%), Social/Political (67,86%) and
Information on actors (69,23%).
Table 2 synthesizes the specific variables that have an availability of 50% or less. These variables
should be revisited by RTD members as to determine how to cover the needs that were identified
to motivate their presence in the data requirements.
Appendix 4 shows the details of data availability by CSO. Next steps should include indentifying the
gaps that are highlighted by the observations in the specific data sheets. Further, available data
will be consolidated in the project’s data portal in order to secure its use for RTD partners and
eventually make it available for public scrutiny in order to validate the results of this project.
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Figure 3 - Trends in Data Availability By CS Area and Data Category. Source: Author´s Elaboration.
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Table 2-Specific Variables with Low Availability According to CSO Partner Survey. Source: Author´s Elaboration

Data Category

Variable

Environmental Data

Soil Quality-

Overall Availability %
50

What quality does the soil have?
Social/Political Information

Political structure-

50

E.g. is there one common political body
for the region or only at community level
and province level?
Social/Political Information

Conflicts-

50

Has there been any violent conflict
(between groups, not individuals) in the
region during the last 30 years?
Social/Political Information

Corruption-

50

How important is corruption in the
region?
Information on actors

International Institutions-

50

What is the role of international efforts to
protect the environment /land/water in
the region?
Information on actors

Financial Data-

50

What information on financial
capabilities (turnover, funds) are
available?
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Data Category

Variable

Information on actors

Resources-

Overall Availability %
25

What are the resources (of all kind) of a
particular CSO in terms of committed
time, financial and material resources
and knowledge, etc? To what extend are
CSOs (in-)dependent of external resources
(donors, project grants, etc.)?Is a
particular CSO capable of employing /
paying any person in relation to its
activities? If so, what kind of staff?
25
Information on actors

Perceptions about CSO/actorsAre CSOs/actors perceived as influential
stakeholder (by themselves / by other
stakeholders)? Are there any central
figures determining the Work of a
particular CSO? Does a particular CSO
comprise members that are generally
considered to be influential / powerful in
the local or regional context? Are CSOs/
actors considered to own some veto
power in local decisions concerning their
field of interest?

Information on actors

Information on actors

NetworksWhich of the above listed organisation/
actors do co-operate / not co-operate?
Are there any (formal) co-operations
between CSOs (e.g. joint projects,
initiatives, etc)? Are CSOs/ actors or their
key personnel linked to any political party
or group? Do CSOs/actors or key
personnel make use of networking
technologies and tools? (Internet, social
networks).
Structure of networksHow important are ideological positions
(e.g. political, religious, ethical beliefs) for
co-operations? Or is co-operation rather
based on thematic proximity? Is there any
10

50

50

Data Category

Economic Information

Economic Information

Economic Information

Various

Various

Variable
hierarchy within networks? Or any
division of tasks / specialisation? What is
the role of international Organisations/
NGOs?
ImportsWhat are the most vital imports into the
region?
Communication and technologiesHow is the communication infrastructure
developed? How much of the area is
covered by mobile phone network? Are
there any regular local newspapers / any
local radio stations? What share of the
households has a TV? A DVD Player?
What is the main source of
communication used by the community?
Economic or Trade AgreementsAre there any economic agreements or
trade agreement in the region?
Crime RateHow dangerous is the area in terms of
crime? Is there any organised crime in the
area?
TaboosAre there any important “taboos” in the
region e.g. you can’t talk about HIV or
similar?

Overall Availability %

50

50

25

50

25

Further refinement should include clarifying the sources for the data in the case of all CSO
partners which did not specify the source in all cases and consolidation of the data in the data
portal. The reply of availability is taken as a commitment from the CSO partner to effectively
locate or produce the data.

V.

Brief Conclusion

This Data Inventory gives insight into the existing conditions regarding data availability for Case
Study analysis for the CIVI.net project. The WP3 coordinator partner will follow up on clarifying the
indicated gaps in the data and consolidate the available data in the project’s data portal.
Further analysis by RTD partners will lead to indentifying methods to fill the identified gaps in data
availability and future new data necessary for the complete analysis proposed through WP4 and
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WP5 . Further work will follow with all CSO partners in order to fulfil project needs according to
the approved timeline.
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Appendix 1: RTD Data Wish List
WP 4 and 5 Data-Wish list


Please keep in mind that there can be more topics and information than we are asking for.
Please don’t hesitate to complete the list, in this sense it is an ”open list“.



The type of data is the one we imagine that could provide the information but it can be other
kind of sources as well (WebPages, newspaper articles, movies about the region, publications,
etc…)



Don’t forget to mention the source, although it is your own observation, informal talks, etc.



Where there is no specification on the Type of Data you are free to decide how to present it.



If the data is not available, please mention that, too, as well as possible reasons. It would be
good if you have any ideas or proxies, how to get the information.

General Information:
Cross-cutting

Information

Specific Data

Sustainable development

 What are the main
development trends?
How/where do they
compromise ecological
sustainability?
 What caused these trends?
 Are there discernable local
interest groups?
 And how do their positions
differ / oppose each other in
respect to sustainability
issues?
 Do they co-operate / not cooperate on certain issues?
 How and where decisions
affecting ecological
sustainability in the region
are made?
 How does the decision
making differ for private
land/water, public
land/water and community
owned land/water?
 What restrictions do private
land holders have in their
land/water use decisions?

Local interest groups

Decision making
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Type of Data

List with identified interest
groups and their position

Short informal paper
List of institutions
involved

Spatial development Plan/
Environmental
Management Plan
Environmental law

Is there a management
plan for the region/ area?

Plan and relevant
documents

What kind of legal
restrictions does exist at
the different
administrative levels?
(Including conservation
areas).

Regulations, relevant
documents, maps (in case
of conservation areas)

Geographic / Geological / Agronomic Information

Information

Specific Data

Type of Data

Case study Area

Can we have the most
detailed map available of
the case study area?

Maps

Altitudes

What are the altitudes of
the area? Highest point,
lowest point?

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

Land cover/Land use

What are the most
important forms of land
cover and land use?

Map

What are the most
important forms of water
cover and water use?

Map

 Are there any conservation
areas?
 Are there important nature
protection areas?
 Are there any national parks
in the area? Other
governmentally designated
protected areas?

Map
List of parks and areas
with detailed information

Water cover/ water use

Conservations Areas
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Geo information system
(GIS)

List of land covers/Land
use with percentages

List of water covers/water use
with percentages

Maps

Environmental Data

Information

Specific Data

Type of Data

Ecosystem

 What kind of ecosystem
does exist in the region?
 What are the potential
economic gains (profits from
unsustainable
development)? And who
would benefit from these
gains (locally, nationally and
internationally)?
 What are the ecosystem
services and functions?

Maps, diagrams, statistics

Climate

What are the climate
conditions in the region?
What kind of aquatic
resources are there?
How is the water quality?

Maps, diagrams, statistics

In case of beaches, are
there data about the beach
quality?
What quality does the soil
have?
This indicator is a proxy
for the agricultural value of
the land.

Maps, diagrams, statistics

 What kind of
cultivation/crop growing
does exist?
 For what kind of cultivation
the soil is appropriate?
 Are there figures on harvest?
 Are there any baseline data
for environmental data
before the project were
starting?

Maps, diagrams, statistics

Water

Beach
Soil quality

Agricultural system

Baseline data
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Maps, diagrams, statistics

Maps or a qualitative
judgement is enough could
e.g. be described by typical
fruit rotation after slash
and burn – e.g. Maize,
Maize, Soy, Manioca,
Manioca, fallow (=> rather
good soil) – or just
Manioca, Manioca, fallow
(=> very bad soil)

Demographic Information

Information

Specific Data

Type of Data

Number of inhabitants

How many people live in
the area in total?

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

Number of inhabitants in
rural/urban areas

How many people live in
the rural, the urban parts
of the region?
In how many villages /
settlements /
communities?
What is the structure: age,
gender?

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

Number of communities
Social structure
Ethnic composition

 What is the ethnic
composition?

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source
Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

 Are there any major
differences e.g. between
indigenous communities vs.
settlers or similar?

What is the religious
composition of the
population?
How many people can read
and write?

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

 How is the educational
infrastructure? What
schools are there in the
region?
 How is the educational
level of the people that
live there?

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

Information

Specific Data

Type of Data

Political structure

E.g. is there one common
political body for the region or
only at community level and

Religious composition
Literacy
Education

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

Social/ Political Information
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province level?
Administration structure

 How is public administration
organized?
 What are the administrative
levels?

Political Representatives

 Which are governing
political parties at the
community and regional
/state level?
 Electoral results
(historical, maybe 50
years ago)
 Who are the persons that
are governing?

Electoral statistics
List of politicians, parties and
contact dates
Electoral legislation

 How are political
representatives selected/
elected?

Conflicts

Corruption

 Is there any informal
selection mechanism
practices
 Describe the local political
system in terms of structure
of councils, parliaments etc.
– Who is responsible for
what?
 How many people are in
each group?
Has there been any violent
conflict (between groups, not
individuals) in the region
during the last 30 years?
How important is corruption in
the region?
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Information from newspaper,
homepages

A qualitative, first
judgement is enough, e.g.
on a scale from 1-10, with
1=no corruption present
and 10= extreme
corruption (you cannot
achieve anything with
public sector officials
without a bribe). If you
can, please give separate
judgement for “low level”

Rule of Law

How strong is law enforcement
in the area?

Social norms/rules

Are there other than legal
restrictions that govern natural
resource use in the region (selfdefined)?

(Local) Identity

Is there a common
understanding amongst
inhabitants that they belong to
the same region?

corruption (e.g. bribes to
police officers during
traffic controls) and “high
level” corruption (e.g.
bribes to the mayor for
changing the regulation on
water use by a factory)
and private sector
corruption (e.g. bribes
needed to get a job)
A qualitative, first
judgement is enough

Information on actors
NGOs, CSO, associations,
private actors

 How many NGO’s, clubs,
religious associations,
unions, private actors, etc.
are there (approximately)?
 And how many of them are
related to ecological
sustainability? Please
indicate (“guesstimate”) the
average number of
associations of which a
person is member.

List of organizations/persons
and contact dates

International institutions

What is the role of
international efforts to protect
the environment /land/water
in the region?

List of actors with details and
contact information

Legal situation

What is the legal situation for

Fact Sheet and legislation
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NGOs / CSOs/ private persons?
Are NGOs in the region rather
local/ indigenous or branches
from international NGOs?
Legal requirements

What are legal requirements
for CSOs do apply?

Legal documents; information
required as soon as possible

Register

Are CSOs requires to register?
Is there any accessible (local
/national) register of CSOs?

Access to register
information required as soon
as possible

Membership

And does the register provide
membership data? If not is
there any other accessible data
on CSO membership?

Official Sources

What information on the CSO
can be retrieved from official
sources?

information required as soon
as possible

Financial Data

What information on financial
capabilities (turnover, funds)
are available?

information required as soon
as possible

Resources

 What are the resources
(of all kind) of a
particular CSO in terms
of committed time,
financial and material
resources and
knowledge, etc?
 To what extend are CSOs
(in-) dependent of
external resources
(donors, project grants,
etc.)?
 Is a particular CSO
capable of employing /
paying any person in
relation to its activities?
If so, what kind of staff?
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Perception about CSO/actors

 Are CSOs/actors
perceived as influential
stakeholder (by
themselves / by other
stakeholders)?
 Are there any central
figures determining the
Work of a particular
CSO?
 Does a particular CSO
comprise members that
are generally considered
to be influential /
powerful in the local or
regional context?
 Are CSOs/ actors
considered to have
significant knowledge
and insight?
 Are CSOs/ actors
considered to own some
veto power in local
decisions concerning
their field of interest?

Networks

 Which of the above listed
organisation/ actors do
co-operate / not cooperate?
 Are there any (formal)
co-operations between
CSOs (e.g. joint projects,
initiatives, etc)?
 Are CSOs/ actors or their
key personnel linked to
any political party or
group?
 Do CSOs/actors or key
20

List of actors who co-operate
/not co-operate
Fact sheet
If no facts are available, could
you give us your personal
impressions in the way of an
informal guess?

personnel make use of
networking technologies
and tools? (internet,
social networks).
Structure of networks

 Could you give us your
 How important are
ideological positions (e.g. personal impressions in the
political, religious, ethical way of an informal guess?
beliefs) for cooperations? Or is cooperation rather based
on thematic proximity?
 Is there any hierarchy
within networks? Or any
division of tasks /
specialisation?
 What is the role of
international
Organisations/ NGOs?

Relations between
government and CSOs/actors

 Is there any regular
working relation
between any
governmental level and
CSOs/ actors? If yes, is
this relationship
exclusive to some parts
of the civil society?
 Is there any formal
channel through which
CSOs/ actors can
approach governmental
institutions?
 Do government
institutions provide any
funding for CSO/ actors
activities? If so, how does
this affect the perception
of the CSOs by concerned
social groups?
 Do CSOs/ actors
systematically use
opposition to
21

Could you give us your
personal impressions in the
way of an informal guess?

government policies as a
way to mobilise support?

Economic Information

Information

Specific Data

Type of Data

Income distribution

How the distribution of
property and income in the
region can be described?
Is the wealth/income
distribution in the
communities rather equal
or unequal?

If a Gini coefficient of
distribution is not
available a qualitative, first
judgement is enough, e.g.
on a scale from 1-10, with
1 = super equal (every
village member is equally
wealthy) and 10 = super
unequal (one family owns
everything, all others are
working for them under
exploitative conditions).

Economic activities

What are the most
important economic
activities measured in
money and measured in
share of population
depending on it (please
rank)?
What share of local people
are independent (farmers)
or employed (workers)?

List of activities and, if
possible, statistical source

Wealth

 What is the average salary
for untrained labour in the
area?
 What is the average wealth
level in the region? In what
form do people accumulate
wealth? (e.g. bank account
vs. cattle vs. house or other
goods?)

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

Production

What are the most
important agricultural
products?
What is the main export

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

Employment situation

Export
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Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

Fact Sheets and, if possible,

Imports

Infrastructure

Communication and
technologies

product of the region?
“Export Products” include
also tourism, i.e. anything
that makes outsiders to
spend money in the region.
What are the most vital
imports into the region
(e.g. gasoline)
How well is the region
connected by roads? You
could for instance use as an
indicator the longest
travelling time it takes to
get from the main road to
the most remote
community in the region?
 How is the
communication
infrastructure
developed?
 How much of the area is
covered by mobile phone
network?
 Are there any regular
local newspapers / any
local radio stations?

statistical source

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source
Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

Fact Sheets and, if possible,
statistical source

 What share of the
households has a TV? A
DVD Player?
 What is the main source
of communication used
by the community?
Companies/ Industry

 What kind of industry or
companies are there in the
region?
 How dependent are the
communities on these
companies/industries
(employment/goods)?

List of companies with
detailed information and
contact information

Trade Unions

Are there any trade unions
and who are they?

List of trade unions with
detailed information and
contact information
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Productive Associations

Economic or trade agreements

Are there any productive
associations and who are
they?
Are there any economic
agreements or trade
agreement in the region?

List of associations with
detailed information and
contact information
Contracts/ agreements

Specific for the ecosystem management:
Monitoring and Control:

Information

Specific Data

Monitoring

Is there any monitoring of
the land/water use? If yes,
how is it organized?
 Are the illegal uses still
practised? If yes, how
frequently?
 What happens if
somebody gets caught
doing an illegal activity?

Illegal activities

Type of Data

 How are people caught?
E.g. by rangers or by
controls on the market /
customs for illegal
products?

Property rights:

Information

Specific Data

Property rights/land tenure

and contact information
 How is the situation on
property rights in the area?
 Who owns the land/water?
Is part of the land/water
commonly owned?
 Are there any private owners
of very large land?
List of legal titles, cadastre
Who has legal titles of the
land ownership?
register

Title
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Type of Data

Enforcement of titles

How strong is the system
of legal title enforced?

User rights

Which land/water uses are Legislation
permitted? Which uses are
illegal?
Which governmental entity List of actors with details and
is responsible for the
contact information
land/water?

Government

Legislation and its
enforcement

Payments for Ecosystem Services

Information

Specific Data

Payments

 Has anybody in the
community ever received
direct payments for
adopting a specific type
of land management?
 Are such payments
planned?

Type of Data

 Is there any cash income
from the ecosystem? E.g.
by ecotourism, carbon
credit sale, payments for
water services,
governmental cash
transfer programs for
ecologically important
regions?
Programs

 Which ecological
programs are
implemented in the
region?
 What is the time horizon
of projects and program?
Are there any
adaptations?
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List of programs with detailed
information on amount,
initiators, participants, etc.

Forest, agricultural and fishing products:

Information

Specific Data

Use of products

List of products and type of
 Which products are
use
commercially used?
 Which products are
privately used?
 Please rank the products
mentioned in the last two
questions in terms of
their importance for the
locals.
 How
important
are
products compared to
other
products
(agricultural or other
goods or services) for the
local livelihoods?

Importance of products

Type of Data

Various:

Information

Specific Data

Type of Data

Infrastructure

 How well is the area
electrified? (How do
people cook? Do they
have TV, telephone and
internet?)
 Is there fluent water and
a sewage system?

Fact Sheet, and, if possible,
statistical source

 How is the waste
management organised?
(Both solid waste and
human waste)
 How is the drinking water
availability?
 How is the transportation
(public transport, roads)
Health situation
Crime rate

Are there any major health
problems in the area?
 How dangerous is the
area in terms of crime?
26

Fact Sheet, and, if possible,
statistical source
Fact Sheet, and, if possible,

Taboos

 Is there any organised
crime in the area?
Are there any important
“taboos” in the region e.g.
you can’t talk about HIV or
similar?

27

statistical source

Appendix 2: E-mail with Instructions to CSO partners
12/13/11

Bernardo Aguilar ✆

to giselegalarcon, cecilia, psinisgalli, Ranulfo17, Eliana, Jenny, ademar, Ademar, Ademar,
Alexander, Azur, Azur, José, Karla, Ligia, Lorena, Marcia, Marco, Moulaert, Nelson, Ebene
zer, Barbara.Schroe., civinet, tim.schloendorn, angela.meyer

Dear partners,
This is the data wishlist that WP4 and WP5 have put together for us to review.
The idea here would be for you to give us your feedback as of the real possibilities of gathering
this data for your case studies. Please provide me this feedback at the latest by the end of this week
(16/12). We will need to adjust the data consolidation deadline that we had set up for this date depending
on your replies.
NEO members please review.
Thank you.

Sent on March 9:
Dear CSO Partners (and RTD in the relevant cases)
We are attaching a worksheet with this message so you can indicate which data is available for your
respective case studies. The Steering Committee RTD members have indicated that there may be some
changes. Yet, we wanted to give you enough time to work on this since it is a long list. All you need to
do is to go to your respective worksheets and write "yes" or "no" in the respective space. Please do not
use any capital letters as we need the exact label for the inventory worksheet to account for your replies
in the consolidated data worksheet.
There is also a space for you to make comments in case in one category you have one aspect of the
indicator requested, yet some specific aspect is missing. In such case record it as a "yes" and indicate in
the comment if something is missing.
Please return this worksheet completed to us by the 21st. of March at the latest so we can prepare the
report that is due on this month before the month ends.
Thank you very much María Estelí for your help with this worksheet.
Best to all,
Bernardo Aguilar-González,
Director Ejecutivo, Fundación Neotrópica,
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Appendix 3: Overall Data Results:
Consolidated Data Inventory
CVI.net Case Studies (According to the Request by RTD Partners and a Survey of CSO Partners)
Data
Category

Maruja
(FUNDAG)

Santa Catarina
(FUNDAG)

I- Cross-cutting
1 No
Yes
2 No
Yes
3 Yes
Yes
4 Yes
Yes
5 Yes
Yes
Category %
60,00
II- Geographic / Geological / Agronomic Information
6 Yes
Yes
7 Yes
Yes
8 Yes
Yes
9 Yes
Yes
10 Yes
Yes
Category %
100,00
III- Environmental Data
11 Yes
No
12 Yes
Yes
13 Yes
Yes
14 Yes
15 Yes
No
16 Yes
Yes
17 Yes
No
Category %
100,00
IV- Demographic Information
18 Yes
Yes
19 Yes
Yes
20 Yes
Yes
21 Yes
Yes
22 Yes
Yes
23 Yes
Yes
24 Yes
Yes
25 Yes
Yes
Category %
100,00
V- Social/ Political Information
26 Yes
No
27 Yes
Yes
28 No
Yes
29 No
Yes
30 No
No
31 Yes
No
32 Yes
No
Category %
57,14
VI- Information on actors
33 Yes
Yes
34 Yes
Yes
35 Yes
Yes
36 Yes
Yes
37 Yes
Yes
38 Yes
Yes
39 Yes
Yes
40 No
Yes
41 No
No
42 No
No
43 Yes
No
44 No
No
45 Yes
No
Category %
69,23
VII- Economic Information
46 Yes
Yes
47 Yes
Yes
48 Yes
Yes
49 No
Yes
50 Yes
Yes
51 Yes
Yes
52 Yes
Yes
53 Yes
Yes
54 Yes
Yes
55 Yes
Yes
56 No
Yes
57 Yes
Yes
58 No
Yes
Category %
76,92
VIII- Monitoring and Control
59 Yes
Yes
60 Yes
No
Category %
100,00
IX- Property rights:
61 Yes
Yes
62 Yes
No
63 Yes
No
64 Yes
Yes
65 Yes
Yes
Category %
100,00
X- Payments for Ecosystem Services
66 Yes
Yes
67 Yes
Yes
Category %
100,00
XI- Forest, agricultural and fishing products:
68 Yes
Yes
69 No
Yes
Category %
50,00
XII- Various:
70 Yes
Yes
71 Yes
Yes
72 Yes
No
73 No
No
Category %
75,00
Total %
80,82

Tocantins
(Ecologica)

Osa (Fundación
Neotrópica)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

100,00

100,00
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

100,00

0
Yes
Yes
Yes
42,86
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
100,00

Yes
Yes
Yes
0 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
85,71
Yes
Yes
0 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
75,00

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
42,86

Yes
Yes
61,54
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
100,00

Yes
Maybe
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
0 Yes
Yes
Yes
76,92
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe
Yes
Maybe
0 Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe
69,23

Yes
Yes
50,00
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
100,00

Yes
Yes
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69,23

75
50
100
100
100
100
100
50
25
25
50
50
75
69,23

76,92

100
100
100
75
100
100
50
100
50
75
75
100
25
80,77

100,00

100
75
87,50

100,00

100
75
75
100
100
90,00

100,00

100
75
87,50

100,00

100
75
87,50

100,00
90,41

100
75
50
25
62,50
81,73

Yes
Yes
100,00

Yes
No
No
No
50,00
75,34

100,00

50
100
75
50
50
75
75
67,86

Yes
Yes
50,00

100,00

100,00

100
100
75
75
100
100
100
100
93,75

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
100,00

100,00

75
100
100
50
75
100
75
82,14

Yes
Yes
100,00

60,00

100,00

100
100
100
100
100
100,00

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
71,43

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

100,00

75
75
100
100
100
90,00

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
100,00

Yes
Yes
Yes

Total Percentage
of Availability

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
25,00
78,08

Appendix 4: Data Availability Detail per CSO partner & Case Study
Area

MARUJA (Brazil)

Information

Specific Data

Available
Data
("Yes/No"
(No caps)
answer. If you
have it or you
can point to
where it is)

Any comments (If
there are some
specific data Not
available)

We will try to identify
these points next
month in the Maruja
community through a
multicriteria decision
analysis process
The same as above

Cross-cutting
1

Sustainable Development

What are the main development
trends? How/where do they
compromise ecological
sustainability? What caused
these trends?

No

2

Local interest groups

No

3

Decision making

4

Spatial development Plan/
Environmental Management Plan

Are there discernable local
interest groups? And how do
their positions differ / oppose
each other in respect to
sustainability issues? Do they cooperate / Not co-operate on
certain issues?
How and where decisions
affecting ecological
sustainability in the region are
made? How does the decision
making differ for private
land/water, public land/water
and community owned
land/water? What restrictions
do private land holders have in
their land/water use decisions
and are they really applied? Or
how much decision making on
regional or national sphere
really interferes at the local
level?
Is there a management plan for
the region/ area? What is
its/their level of implementation
and which are the institutions
involved in its/their
implementation?
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Yes

Yes

5

Environmental law

What kind of legal restrictions
does exist at the different
administrative levels? (Including
conservation areas). Wouldn’t
be interesting also to
understand the local people
perception on the environmental
law implementation? I think so.
And we could do that also with
the interviews

Yes

Can we have the most detailed
map available of the case study
area?
What are the altitudes of the
area? Highest point, lowest
point?
What are the most important
forms of land cover and land
use?
What are the most important
forms of water cover and water
use?

Yes

Are there any conservation
areas, indigenous land or
kilombolas’ land? Are there
important nature protection
areas? Are there any national
parks in the area? Other
governmentally designated
protected areas?

Yes

Geographic / Geological /
Agronomic Information

6

Case study Area

7

Altitudes

8

Land cover/Land use

9

Water cover/ water use

10

Conservations Areas

Yes

Yes

Yes

Environmental Data

11

Ecosystem

What kind of ecosystem does
exist in the region? What are the
potential economic gains (profits
from unsustainable
development) How are we
supposed to identify this? And
who would benefit from these
gains (locally, nationally and
internationally)? What are the
ecosystem services and
functions?

Yes

12

Climate

What are the climate conditions
in the region?

Yes
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13

Water

What kind of aquatic resources
are there? How is the water
quality?
In case of beaches, are there
data about the beach quality?

Yes

14

Beach

15

Soil quality

What quality does the soil have?

Yes

16

Agricultural system

Yes

17

Baseline data

What kind of cultivation/crop
growing does exist? For what
kind of cultivation the soil is
appropriate? Are there figures
on harvest?
Are there any baseline data for
environmental data before the
project were starting?

Yes

Yes

Demographic Information

18

Number of inhabitants

How many people live in the
area in total?

Yes

19

Number of inhabitants in
rural/urban areas

How many people live in the
rural, the urban parts of the
region?

Yes

20

Number of communities

In how many villages /
settlements / communities?

Yes

21

Social structure

Yes

22

Ethnic composition

What is the structure: age,
gender?
What is the ethnic composition?
Are there any major differences
e.g. between indigenous
communities vs. settlers or
similar?

23

Religious composition

What is the religious
composition of the population?

Yes

24

Literacy

Yes

25

Education

How many people can read and
write?
How is the educational
infrastructure? What schools are
there in the region? How is the
educational level of the people
that live there?

E.g. is there one common
political body for the region or
only at community level and
province level?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Social/ Political Information

26

Political structure
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27

Administration structure

How is public administration
organized? What are the
administrative levels?
Which are governing political
parties at the community and
regional /state level? Electoral
results (historical, maybe 50
years ago).Who are the persons
that are governing? How are
political representatives
selected/ elected? Are there any
informal selection mechanism?
Describe the local political
system in terms of structure of
councils, parliaments etc. – Who
is responsible for what? How
many people are in each group?

Yes

28

Political Representatives

29

Conflicts

Has there been any violent
conflict (between groups, Not
individuals) in the region during
the last 30 years?

No

30

Corruption

No

31

Rule of Law

32

(Local) Identity

How important is corruption in
the region?
How strong is law enforcement
in the area?
Is there a common
understanding amongst
inhabitants that they belong to
the same region?

How many NGO’s, clubs,
religious associations, unions,
private actors, etc. are there
(approximately)? How many of
them are related to ecological
sustainability?
What is the role of international
efforts to protect the
environment /land/water in the
region?

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

Information on actors

33

NGOs, CSO, associations, private
actors

34

International institutions

35

Legal situation

What is the legal situation for
NGOs / CSOs/ private persons?
Are NGOs in the region rather
local/ indigenous or branches
from international NGOs?

Yes

36

Legal requirements

What are legal requirements for
CSOs do apply?

Yes

37

Register

Are CSOs requires to register? Is
there any accessible (local
/national) register of CSOs?

Yes

33

Yes

38

Membership

And does the register provide
membership data? If Not is there
any other accessible data on
CSO membership?

Yes

39

Official Sources

Yes

40

Financial Data

41

Resources

What information on the CSO
can be retrieved from official
sources?
What information on financial
capabilities (turnover, funds) are
available?
What are the resources (of all
kind) of a particular CSO in
terms of committed time,
financial and material resources
and knowledge, etc? To what
extend are CSOs (in-) dependent
of external resources (donors,
project grants, etc.)?Is a
particular CSO capable of
employing / paying any person
in relation to its activities? If so,
what kind of staff?

42

Perception about CSO/actors

No

43

Networks

Are CSOs/actors perceived as
influential stakeholder (by
themselves / by other
stakeholders)? Are there any
central figures determining the
Work of a particular CSO? Does
a particular CSO comprise
members that are generally
considered to be influential /
powerful in the local or regional
context? Are CSOs/ actors
considered to own some veto
power in local decisions
concerning their field of
interest?
Which of the above listed
organisation/ actors do cooperate / Not co-operate? Are
there any (formal) co-operations
between CSOs (e.g. joint
projects, initiatives, etc)? Are
CSOs/ actors or their key
personnel linked to any political
party or group? Do CSOs/actors
or key personnel make use of
networking technologies and
tools? (internet, social
networks).

34

No

No

Yes

44

Structure of networks

45

Relations between government
and CSOs/actors

How important are ideological
positions (e.g. political, religious,
ethical beliefs) for cooperations? Or is co-operation
rather based on thematic
proximity? Is there any hierarchy
within networks? Or any division
of tasks / specialisation? What is
the role of international
Organisations/ NGOs?
Is there any regular working
relation between any
governmental level and CSOs/
actors? If Yes, is this relationship
exclusive to some parts of the
civil society? Is there any formal
channel through which CSOs/
actors can approach
governmental institutions? Do
government institutions provide
any funding for CSO/ actors
activities? If so, how does this
affect the perception of the CSOs
by concerned social groups? Do
CSOs/ actors systematically use
opposition to government
policies as a way to mobilise
support?

No

Yes

Economic Information

46

Income distribution

How the distribution of property
and income in the region can be
described? Is the wealth/income
distribution in the communities
rather equal or unequal?

Yes

47

Economic activities

What are the most important
economic activities measured in
money and measured in share of
population depending on it
(please rank)?

Yes

48

Employment situation

Yes

49

Wealth

What share of local people are
independent (farmers) or
employed (workers)?
What is the average salary for
untrained labour in the area?
What is the average wealth level
in the region? In what form do
people accumulate wealth?

50

Production

What are the most important
agricultural products?

Yes
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No

51

Export

What is the main export product
of the region?

Yes

52

Imports

What are the most vital imports
into the region?

Yes

53

Infrastructure

Yes

54

Communication and technologies

55

Companies/ Industry

56

Trade Unions

How well is the region connected
by roads?
How is the communication
infrastructure developed? How
much of the area is covered by
mobile phone network? Are
there any regular local
newspapers / any local radio
stations? What share of the
households has a TV? A DVD
Player? What is the main source
of communication used by the
community?
What kind of industry or
companies are there in the
region? How dependent are the
communities on these
companies/industries
(employment/goods)?
Are there any trade unions and
who are they?

57

Productive Associations

Are there any productive
associations and who are they?

Yes

58

Economic or trade agreements

Are there any economic
agreements or trade agreement
in the region?

No

Is there any monitoring of the
land/water use? If Yes, how is it
organized?
Are the illegal uses still
practised? If Yes, how
frequently? What happens if
somebody gets caught doing an
illegal activity? How are people
caught? E.g. by rangers or by
controls on the market /
customs for illegal products?

Yes

How is the situation on property
rights in the area? Who owns
the land/water? Is part of the
land/water commonly owned?
Are there any private owners of
very large land?
Who has legal titles of the land
ownership?

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Monitoring and Control

59

Monitoring

60

Illegal activities

Yes

Property rights:
61

Property rights/land tenure

62

Title

36

Yes

63

Enforcement of titles

How strong is the system of
legal title enforced?

Yes

64

User rights

Yes

65

Government

Which land/water uses are
permitted? Which uses are
illegal?
Which governmental entity is
responsible for the land/ water?

Has anybody in the community
ever received direct payments
for adopting a specific type of
land management? Are such
payments planned? Is there any
cash income from the
ecosystem? E.g. by ecotourism,
carbon credit sale, payments for
water services, payment for
agroecological production (e.g
organic, free ranch, biodiversity
friendly products, and so on..),
governmental cash transfer
programs for ecologically
important regions.
Which ecological programs are
implemented in the region?
What is the time horizon of
projects and program? Are there
any adaptations?

Yes

Yes

Payments for Ecosystem Services

66

Payments

67

Programs

Yes

Forest, agricultural and fishing
products:

68

Use of products

Which products are
commercialized by the
communities? Which products
are privately used?

Yes

69

Importance of products

Please rank the products
mentioned in the last two
questions in terms of their
importance for the locals.

No

Various:
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70

Infrastructure

How well is the area electrified?
How do people cook? Do they
have TV, telephone and
internet?)Is there fluent water
and a sewage system? How is
the waste management
organised? (Both solid waste
and human waste)How is the
drinking water availability? How
is the transportation (public
transport, roads)

Yes

71

Health situation

Are there any major health
problems in the area?

Yes

72

Crime rate

How dangerous is the area in
terms of crime? Is there any
organised crime in the area?

Yes

73

Taboos

Are there any important
“taboos” in the region e.g. you
can’t talk about HIV or similar?

No

Specific Data

Available
Data (Yes/No
answer. If you
have it or you
can point to
where it is)

Any comments (If
there are some
specific data Not
available)

What are the main development
trends? How/where do they
compromise ecological
sustainability? What caused
these trends?
Are there discernable local
interest groups? And how do
their positions differ / oppose
each other in respect to
sustainability issues? Do they
co-operate / Not co-operate on
certain issues?

Yes

It will depend always
on how detailed you
want/need the
information

SANTA CATARINA (Brazil)

Information

Cross-cutting
1

Sustainable Development

2

Local interest groups
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Yes

3

Decision making

4

Spatial development Plan/
Environmental Management Plan

5

Environmental law

How and where decisions
affecting ecological
sustainability in the region are
made? How does the decision
making differ for private
land/water, public land/water
and community owned
land/water? What restrictions
do private land holders have in
their land/water use decisions
and are they really applied? Or
how much decision making on
regional or national sphere
really interferes at the local
level?
Is there a management plan for
the region/ area? What is
its/their level of implementation
and which are the institutions
involved in its/their
implementation?

Yes

What kind of legal restrictions
does exist at the different
administrative levels? (Including
conservation areas). Wouldn’t
be interesting also to
understand the local people
perception on the
environmental law
implementation? I think so. And
we could do that also with the
interviews

Yes

Can we have the most detailed
map available of the case study
area?
What are the altitudes of the
area? Highest point, lowest
point?
What are the most important
forms of land cover and land
use?
What are the most important
forms of water cover and water
use?

Yes

Yes

Geographic / Geological /
Agronomic Information

6

Case study Area

7

Altitudes

8

Land cover/Land use

9

Water cover/ water use
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Yes

Yes

Yes

10

Conservations Areas

Are there any conservation
areas, indigenous land or
kilombolas’ land? Are there
important nature protection
areas? Are there any national
parks in the area? Other
governmentally designated
protected areas?

Yes

Environmental Data

11

Ecosystem

What kind of ecosystem does
exist in the region? What are
the potential economic gains
(profits from unsustainable
development) How are we
supposed to identify this? And
who would benefit from these
gains (locally, nationally and
internationally)? What are the
ecosystem services and
functions?

No

12

Climate

What are the climate conditions
in the region?

Yes

13

Water

Yes

14

Beach

What kind of aquatic resources
are there? How is the water
quality?
In case of beaches, are there
data about the beach quality?

15

Soil quality

What quality does the soil have?

No

16

Agricultural system

Yes

17

Baseline data

What kind of cultivation/crop
growing does exist? For what
kind of cultivation the soil is
appropriate? Are there figures
on harvest?
Are there any baseline data for
environmental data before the
project were starting?

No

Demographic Information

18

Number of inhabitants

How many people live in the
area in total?

Yes

19

Number of inhabitants in
rural/urban areas

How many people live in the
rural, the urban parts of the
region?

Yes

20

Number of communities

In how many villages /
settlements / communities?

Yes

40

21

Social structure

What is the structure: age,
gender?
What is the ethnic composition?
Are there any major differences
e.g. between indigenous
communities vs. settlers or
similar?

Yes

22

Ethnic composition

23

Religious composition

What is the religious
composition of the population?

Yes

24

Literacy

Yes

25

Education

How many people can read and
write?
How is the educational
infrastructure? What schools
are there in the region? How is
the educational level of the
people that live there?

Yes

Yes

Social/ Political Information

26

Political structure

E.g. is there one common
political body for the region or
only at community level and
province level?

No

27

Administration structure

Yes

28

Political Representatives

How is public administration
organized? What are the
administrative levels?
Which are governing political
parties at the community and
regional /state level? Electoral
results (historical, maybe 50
years ago).Who are the persons
that are governing? How are
political representatives
selected/ elected? Are there any
informal selection mechanism?
Describe the local political
system in terms of structure of
councils, parliaments etc. – Who
is responsible for what? How
many people are in each group?

29

Conflicts

Has there been any violent
conflict (between groups, Not
individuals) in the region during
the last 30 years?

Yes

30

Corruption

No

31

Rule of Law

32

(Local) Identity

How important is corruption in
the region?
How strong is law enforcement
in the area?
Is there a common
understanding amongst
inhabitants that they belong to
the same region?

41

I think that it can be
possible to find such
information, but I am
Not sure yet

Yes

No
No

I am Not sure about it

Information on actors

33

NGOs, CSO, associations, private
actors

How many NGO’s, clubs,
religious associations, unions,
private actors, etc. are there
(approximately)? How many of
them are related to ecological
sustainability?
What is the role of international
efforts to protect the
environment /land/water in the
region?

Yes

34

International institutions

35

Legal situation

What is the legal situation for
NGOs / CSOs/ private persons?
Are NGOs in the region rather
local/ indigenous or branches
from international NGOs?

Yes

36

Legal requirements

What are legal requirements for
CSOs do apply?

Yes

37

Register

Yes

38

Membership

Are CSOs requires to register? Is
there any accessible (local
/national) register of CSOs?
And does the register provide
membership data? If Not is
there any other accessible data
on CSO membership?

39

Official Sources

Yes

40

Financial Data

41

Resources

What information on the CSO
can be retrieved from official
sources?
What information on financial
capabilities (turnover, funds) are
available?
What are the resources (of all
kind) of a particular CSO in
terms of committed time,
financial and material resources
and knowledge, etc? To what
extend are CSOs (in-)dependent
of external resources (donors,
project grants, etc.)?Is a
particular CSO capable of
employing / paying any person
in relation to its activities? If so,
what kind of staff?

42

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

I think that it will be
possible to find this
information through
interviews

42

Perception about CSO/actors

43

Networks

44

Structure of networks

Are CSOs/actors perceived as
influential stakeholder (by
themselves / by other
stakeholders)? Are there any
central figures determining the
Work of a particular CSO? Does
a particular CSO comprise
members that are generally
considered to be influential /
powerful in the local or regional
context? Are CSOs/ actors
considered to own some veto
power in local decisions
concerning their field of
interest?
Which of the above listed
organisation/ actors do cooperate / Not co-operate? Are
there any (formal) co-operations
between CSOs (e.g. joint
projects, initiatives, etc)? Are
CSOs/ actors or their key
personnel linked to any political
party or group? Do CSOs/actors
or key personnel make use of
networking technologies and
tools? (internet, social
networks).
How important are ideological
positions (e.g. political,
religious, ethical beliefs) for cooperations? Or is co-operation
rather based on thematic
proximity? Is there any
hierarchy within networks? Or
any division of tasks /
specialisation? What is the role
of international Organisations/
NGOs?

43

No

I think that it will be
possible to find this
information through
interviews

No

I think that it will be
possible to find this
information through
interviews

No

I think that it will be
possible to find this
information through
interviews

45

Relations between government
and CSOs/actors

Is there any regular working
relation between any
governmental level and CSOs/
actors? If Yes, is this relationship
exclusive to some parts of the
civil society? Is there any formal
channel through which CSOs/
actors can approach
governmental institutions? Do
government institutions provide
any funding for CSO/ actors
activities? If so, how does this
affect the perception of the
CSOs by concerned social
groups? Do CSOs/ actors
systematically use opposition to
government policies as a way to
mobilise support?

No

I think that it will be
possible to find this
information through
interviews

I think that this
information is
partially available.

Economic Information

46

Income distribution

How the distribution of property
and income in the region can be
described? Is the wealth/income
distribution in the communities
rather equal or unequal?

Yes

47

Economic activities

What are the most important
economics activities measured
in money and measured in share
of population depending on it
(please rank)?

Yes

48

Employment situation

Yes

49

Wealth

50

Production

What share of local people are
independent (farmers) or
employed (workers)?
What is the average salary for
untrained labour in the area?
What is the average wealth
level in the region? In what
form do people accumulate
wealth?
What are the most important
agricultural products?

51

Export

What is the main export product
of the region?

Yes

52

Imports

What are the most vital imports
into the region?

Yes

53

Infrastructure

How well is the region
connected by roads?

Yes

44

Yes

Yes

54

Communication and technologies

How is the communication
infrastructure developed? How
much of the area is covered by
mobile phone network? Are
there any regular local
newspapers / any local radio
stations? What share of the
households has a TV? A DVD
Player? What is the main source
of communication used by the
community?
What kind of industry or
companies are there in the
region? How dependent are the
communities on these
companies/industries
(employment/goods)?
Are there any trade unions and
who are they?

Yes

55

Companies/ Industry

56

Trade Unions

57

Productive Associations

Are there any productive
associations and who are they?

Yes

58

Economic or trade agreements

Are there any economic
agreements or trade agreement
in the region?

Yes

Is there any monitoring of the
land/water use? If Yes, how is it
organized?
Are the illegal uses still
practised? If Yes, how
frequently? What happens if
somebody gets caught doing an
illegal activity? How are people
caught? E.g. by rangers or by
controls on the market /
customs for illegal products?

Yes

How is the situation on property
rights in the area? Who owns
the land/water? Is part of the
land/water commonly owned?
Are there any private owners of
very large land?
Who has legal titles of the land
ownership?
How strong is the system of
legal title enforced?

Yes

Which land/water uses are
permitted? Which uses are
illegal?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Monitoring and Control
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Monitoring

60

Illegal activities

No

Property rights:
61

Property rights/land tenure

62

Title

63

Enforcement of titles

64

User rights
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No
No

I think that it will be
possible to find this
information through
interviews

65

Government

Which governmental entity is
responsible for the land/ water?

Yes

Has anybody in the community
ever received direct payments
for adopting a specific type of
land management? Are such
payments planned? Is there any
cash income from the
ecosystem? E.g. by ecotourism,
carbon credit sale, payments for
water services, payment for
agroecological production (e.g
organic, free ranch, biodiversity
friendly products, and so on..),
governmental cash transfer
programs for ecologically
important regions.
Which ecological programs are
implemented in the region?
What is the time horizon of
projects and program? Are there
any adaptations?

Yes

Payments for Ecosystem Services

66

Payments

67

Programs

Yes

Forest, agricultural and fishing
products:

68

Use of products

Which products are
commercialized by the
communities? Which products
are privately used?

Yes

Partially available

69

Importance of products

Please rank the products
mentioned in the last two
questions in terms of their
importance for the locals.

Yes

Partially available

How well is the area electrified?
How do people cook? Do they
have TV, telephone and
internet?)Is there fluent water
and a sewage system? How is
the waste management
organised? (Both solid waste
and human waste)How is the
drinking water availability? How
is the transportation (public
transport, roads)

Yes

Various:
70

Infrastructure
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71

Health situation

Are there any major health
problems in the area?

Yes

72

Crime rate

How dangerous is the area in
terms of crime? Is there any
organised crime in the area?

No

73

Taboos

Are there any important
“taboos” in the region e.g. you
can’t talk about HIV or similar?

No

Specific Data

Available
Data (Yes/No
answer. If you
have it or you
can point to
where it is)

Any comments (If
there are some
specific data Not
available)

What are the main
development trends?
How/where do they
compromise ecological
sustainability? What caused
these trends?
Are there discernable local
interest groups? And how do
their positions differ / oppose
each other in respect to
sustainability issues? Do they
co-operate / Not co-operate on
certain issues?

Yes

maybe in Brazilian
magazines such as
the ones about the
environment (maybe
veja and isto é)

Yes

there are groups
interested in
collaborating with the
environmental
activities of some
instiutições such as
institiuto ecologica
and others. however
some groups of big
farmers and
landowners oppose to
conservation issues,
deforestation,
burning etc.. making
Non-sustainable
usage of resources.

TOCANTINS (Brazil)

Information

Cross-cutting
1

Sustainable Development

2

Local interest groups
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3

Decision making

How and where decisions
affecting ecological
sustainability in the region are
made? How does the decision
making differ for private
land/water, public land/water
and community owned
land/water? What restrictions
do private land holders have in
their land/water use decisions
and are they really applied? Or
how much decision making on
regional or national sphere
really interferes at the local
level?

Yes

4

Spatial development Plan/
Environmental Management Plan

Is there a management plan for
the region/ area? What is
its/their level of
implementation and which are
the institutions involved in
its/their implementation?

Yes

5

Environmental law

What kind of legal restrictions
does exist at the different
administrative levels?
(Including conservation areas).
Wouldn’t be interesting also to
understand the local people
perception on the
environmental law
implementation? I think so. And
we could do that also with the
interviews

Yes

Can we have the most detailed
map available of the case study
area?

Yes

the decisions are
taken in 3 spheres
(national, state and
municipal), many of
the decisions are Not
put in practice,
especially when they
interfere with or
affect the interests of
some groups. the
issues of permanent
preservation areas
and % of
deforestation are
some of the decisions
that are Not always
put in practice.
in the document
"plaNode manejo da
apa cantão" available
on the secretary of
environment and
sustainable
development of the
tocantins website.

Geographic / Geological /
Agronomic Information

6

Case study Area
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in the the planning
secretary of the
tocantins state
website (seplan) or on
the environmental
secretary of the
tocantins website
(semades)

7

Altitudes

What are the altitudes of the
area? Highest point, lowest
point?

Yes

8

Land cover/Land use

What are the most important
forms of land cover and land
use?

Yes

9

Water cover/ water use

What are the most important
forms of water cover and water
use?

Yes

10

Conservations Areas

Are there any conservation
areas, indigenous land or
kilombolas’ land? Are there
important nature protection
areas? Are there any national
parks in the area? Other
governmentally designated
protected areas?

Yes

in the the planning
secretary of the
tocantins state
website (seplan) or on
the environmental
secretary of the
tocantins website
(semades) or on the
ibge website.
in the the planning
secretary of the
tocantins state
website (seplan) or on
the environmental
secretary of the
tocantins website
(semades) or on the
ibge website.

Environmental Data

11

Ecosystem

What kind of ecosystem does
exist in the region? What are
the potential economic gains
(profits from unsustainable
development) How are we
supposed to identify this? And
who would benefit from these
gains (locally, nationally and
internationally)? What are the
ecosystem services and
functions?

Yes

in the the planning
secretary of the
tocantins state
website (seplan) or on
the environmental
secretary of the
tocantins website
(semades)

12

Climate

What are the climate
conditions in the region?

Yes

semades, uft or
unitins website

13

Water

Yes

semades website

14

Beach

What kind of aquatic resources
are there? How is the water
quality?
In case of beaches, are there
data about the beach quality?

15

Soil quality

What quality does the soil
have?

Yes

semades, seplan or
embrapa cerrado
website
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16

Agricultural system

What kind of cultivation/crop
growing does exist? For what
kind of cultivation the soil is
appropriate? Are there figures
on harvest?

Yes

17

Baseline data

Are there any baseline data for
environmental data before the
project were starting?

Yes

in the government of
the state of tocantins
website, unitins
website (responsible
for agricultural
research in the state)
in the environmental
secretary of the
tocantins website
(semades)

Demographic Information

18

Number of inhabitants

How many people live in the
area in total?

Yes

19

Number of inhabitants in
rural/urban areas

How many people live in the
rural, the urban parts of the
region?

Yes

20

Number of communities

In how many villages /
settlements / communities?

21

Social structure

No

22

Ethnic composition

What is the structure: age,
gender?
What is the ethnic
composition? Are there any
major differences e.g. between
indigenous communities vs.
settlers or similar?

23

Religious composition

What is the religious
composition of the population?

Yes

24

Literacy

How many people can read and
write?

Yes

25

Education

How is the educational
infrastructure? What schools
are there in the region? How is
the educational level of the
people that live there?

Yes
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approximately 6,400
in the city of pium
(government of the
state of tocantins
website)
in the state of
tocantins website

In the social carbon
project region there
are 3 municipalities:
pium, marianópolis e
caseara. look for it on
the state of tocantins
website.

Yes

Catholics,
evangelicals,
spiritualist, but the
largest amount are
catholic
in the government of
the state of tocantins
website
there are municipal
and state schools, and
today the
municipality has
already 1 college
structure. some of the
rural settlements
have schools, but the
largest amount of
people go study in the
city, transportation
support is given by

the municipality or
the state.

Social/ Political Information

26

Political structure

E.g. is there one common
political body for the region or
only at community level and
province level?

No

27

Administration structure

How is public administration
organized? What are the
administrative levels?

Yes

28

Political Representatives

Which are governing political
parties at the community and
regional /state level? Electoral
results (historical, maybe 50
years ago).Who are the persons
that are governing? How are
political representatives
selected/ elected? Are there
any informal selection
mechanism? Describe the local
political system in terms of
structure of councils,
parliaments etc. – Who is
responsible for what? How
many people are in each
group?

Yes

29

Conflicts

Has there been any violent
conflict (between groups, Not
individuals) in the region during
the last 30 years?

No

30

Corruption

Yes

31

Rule of Law

How important is corruption in
the region?
How strong is law enforcement
in the area?
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Yes

with the state,
governor, municipal
mayors, municipal
and state deputies,
senators, councilors
that work in local
level that support the
mayors
in the tocantins state
website

a lot of corruption in
the state
very difficult to make
the laws work in
practice, especially
the environemental
ones.

32

(Local) Identity

Is there a common
understanding amongst
inhabitants that they belong to
the same region?

Yes

How many NGO’s, clubs,
religious associations, unions,
private actors, etc. are there
(approximately)? How many of
them are related to ecological
sustainability?
What is the role of
international efforts to protect
the environment /land/water in
the region?

No

Information on actors

33

NGOs, CSO, associations, private
actors

34

International institutions

35

Legal situation

What is the legal situation for
NGOs / CSOs/ private persons?
Are NGOs in the region rather
local/ indigenous or branches
from international NGOs?

Yes

local

36

Legal requirements

What are legal requirements
for CSOs do apply?

Yes

everything in the
statute of the ngo

37

Register

Yes

38

Membership

Are CSOs requires to register? Is
there any accessible (local
/national) register of CSOs?
And does the register provide
membership data? If Not is
there any other accessible data
on CSO membership?

39

Official Sources

What information on the CSO
can be retrieved from official
sources?

Yes

40

Financial Data

What information on financial
capabilities (turnover, funds)
are available?

Yes
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maybe look in the
pium city hall website.

No

Yes

in the the planning
secretary of the
tocantins state
website (seplan) or on
the environmental
secretary of the
tocantins website
(semades)
in the the planning
secretary of the
tocantins state
website (seplan) or on
the environmental
secretary of the
tocantins website
(semades)
some in the
administrative of
Ecológica Institute or
in the website of
other ngos such as
ecoterra, ameama,
gaia

41

Resources

What are the resources (of all
kind) of a particular CSO in
terms of committed time,
financial and material
resources and knowledge, etc?
To what extend are CSOs (in)dependent of external
resources (donors, project
grants, etc.)?Is a particular CSO
capable of employing / paying
any person in relation to its
activities? If so, what kind of
staff?

Yes

42

Perception about CSO/actors

Yes

43

Networks

44

Structure of networks

Are CSOs/actors perceived as
influential stakeholder (by
themselves / by other
stakeholders)? Are there any
central figures determining the
Work of a particular CSO? Does
a particular CSO comprise
members that are generally
considered to be influential /
powerful in the local or regional
context? Are CSOs/ actors
considered to own some veto
power in local decisions
concerning their field of
interest?
Which of the above listed
organisation/ actors do cooperate / Not co-operate? Are
there any (formal) cooperations between CSOs (e.g.
joint projects, initiatives, etc)?
Are CSOs/ actors or their key
personnel linked to any political
party or group? Do CSOs/actors
or key personnel make use of
networking technologies and
tools? (internet, social
networks).
How important are ideological
positions (e.g. political,
religious, ethical beliefs) for cooperations? Or is co-operation
rather based on thematic
proximity? Is there any
hierarchy within networks? Or
any division of tasks /
specialisation? What is the role
of international Organisations/
NGOs?
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Yes

most of the ngos are
totally dependent of
external financial
resources (national or
international). the
hiring of team work
will depend on the
project financial
resource elaborated
and captured. one of
the big difficulties of
ngos is to maintain
their skilled personnel
after the end of each
project due to the lack
of financial resource
of its own to maintain
their team.
many times the ngos
representatives do
Not have other
position and are Not
influent ou powerful
in the local context.

answers can be found
in the ecológica
institute website. Also
in the environmental
secretary of the state
of tocantins website
there´s a list of ngos
in the state of
tocantins.

45

Relations between government and
CSOs/actors

Is there any regular working
relation between any
governmental level and CSOs/
actors? If Yes, is this
relationship exclusive to some
parts of the civil society? Is
there any formal channel
through which CSOs/ actors can
approach governmental
institutions? Do government
institutions provide any funding
for CSO/ actors activities? If so,
how does this affect the
perception of the CSOs by
concerned social groups? Do
CSOs/ actors systematically use
opposition to government
policies as a way to mobilise
support?

Yes

Nowadays ngos can
access
representatives of the
state easier, the
communication and
involvement is easier,
but still government
money is Not destined
to support ngos

How the distribution of
property and income in the
region can be described? Is the
wealth/income distribution in
the communities rather equal
or unequal?
What are the most important
economic activities measured in
money and measured in share
of population depending on it
(please rank)?

Yes

very unequal

Yes

Agriculture, cattle
breeding, commerce,
public employees
(funcionalismo
público)

Economic Information
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Income distribution

47

Economic activities

48

Employment situation

What share of local people are
independent (farmers) or
employed (workers)?

Yes

government of the
state of tocantins
website and pium city
hall website.

49

Wealth

What is the average salary for
untrained labour in the area?
What is the average wealth
level in the region? In what
form do people accumulate
wealth?

Yes

50

Production

What are the most important
agricultural products?

Yes

51

Export

What is the main export
product of the region?

Yes

currently the
minimum wage in the
state is 622.00.
whoever can
accumulate money
invest buying cattle,
land or immobiles
(houses, land, cars
etc)
in the region:
soybeans, corn, rice,
beans.
cattle

52

Imports

What are the most vital imports
into the region?

No

54

53

Infrastructure

54

Communication and technologies

55

Companies/ Industry

56

Trade Unions

57

Productive Associations

58

Economic or trade agreements

How well is the region
connected by roads?
How is the communication
infrastructure developed? How
much of the area is covered by
mobile phone network? Are
there any regular local
newspapers / any local radio
stations? What share of the
households has a TV? A DVD
Player? What is the main
source of communication used
by the community?

What kind of industry or
companies are there in the
region? How dependent are the
communities on these
companies/industries
(employment/goods)?
Are there any trade unions and
who are they?

Yes
No

federal and municipal
roads
in the apa region
canton, where some
of the social carbon
projects take place,
there is mobile access
of good quality only
since recently, they
have No local
television, however
they have
communitarian
radios, frequent
radios (national and
regional).

Yes

rural workers' union

Are there any productive
associations and who are they?

Yes

associations of rural
settlements and
others

Are there any economic
agreements or trade
agreement in the region?

No

Monitoring and Control

59

Monitoring

Is there any monitoring of the
land/water use? If Yes, how is it
organized?

Yes

60

Illegal activities

Are the illegal uses still
practsced? If Yes, how
frequently? What happens if
somebody gets caught doing an
illegal activity? How are people
caught? E.g. by rangers or by
controls on the market /
customs for illegal products?

Yes

Property rights:
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look for it in the
environment
secretary of the state
of tocantins website
and also in the incra
website.
if people are caught
they are fined by the
inspection organisms
such as naturatins,
ibama e incra

61

Property rights/land tenure

How is the situation on
property rights in the area?
Who owns the land/water? Is
part of the land/water
commonly owned? Are there
any private owners of very
large land?

Yes

62

Title

Who has legal titles of the land
ownership?

Yes

63

Enforcement of titles

How strong is the system of
legal title enforced?

Yes

64

User rights

Which land/water uses are
permitted? Which uses are
illegal?

Yes

65

Government

Which governmental entity is
responsible for the
land/ water?

Yes

Has anybody in the community
ever received direct payments
for adopting a specific type of
land management? Are such
payments planned? Is there any
cash income from the
ecosystem? E.g. by ecotourism,
carbon credit sale, payments
for water services, payment for
agroecological production (e.g
organic, free ranch, biodiversity
friendly products, and so on..),
governmental cash transfer
programs for ecologically
important regions.
Which ecological programs are
implemented in the region?
What is the time horizon of
projects and program? Are
there any adaptations?

Yes

there are still small
landowners without
the land document,
only with the right to
use it, which is Not
legal. however a large
percentage of the big
landowners have the
documents of his
lands.
look for it on the
environmental
secretary of the state
of tocantins website.
also in the incra and
naturatins website.
look for it on the
environmental
secretary of the state
of tocantins website.
also in the incra and
naturatins website.
look for it on the
environmental
secretary of the state
of tocantins website.
also in the incra and
naturatins website.
environmental and
sustainable
development website.

Payments for Ecosystem Services

66

Payments

67

Programs
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No

look for it on the
environmental
secretary of the state
of tocantins website.
also in the incra and
naturatins website.

Forest, agricultural and fishing
products:

68

Use of products

Which products are
commercialized by the
communities? Which products
are privately used?

Yes

69

Importance of products

Please rank the products
mentioned in the last two
questions in terms of their
importance for the locals.

Yes

rice, beans,
mandioca, sweets,
native fruits, poultry
meat, eggs,
handicrafts
it is very important to
the local income and
consumption.

Various:
70

Infrastructure

How well is the area electrified?
How do people cook? Do they
have TV, telephone and
internet?)Is there fluent water
and a sewage system? How is
the waste management
organised? (Both solid waste
and human waste)How is the
drinking water availability?
How is the transportation
(public transport, roads)

Yes

71

Health situation

Are there any major health
problems in the area?

No

72

Crime rate

How dangerous is the area in
terms of crime? Is there any
organised crime in the area?

No

73

Taboos

Are there any important
“taboos” in the region e.g. you
can’t talk about HIV or similar?

No

Specific Data

Available
Data (Yes/no
answer. If you
have it or you
can point to

look for it in the pium
city hall website and
in the state of
tocantins
governementt
website.

OSA (Costa Rica)

Information

57

Any comments (If
there are some
specific data not
available or not in
the form requested)

where it is)

Cross-cutting
1

Sustainable Development

2

Local interest groups

3

Decision making

4

Spatial development Plan/
Environmental Management Plan

5

Environmental law

What are the main
development trends?
How/where do they
compromise ecological
sustainability? What caused
these trends?
Are there discernable local
interest groups? And how do
their positions differ / oppose
each other in respect to
sustainability issues? Do they
co-operate / not co-operate on
certain issues?
How and where decisions
affecting ecological
sustainability in the region are
made? How does the decision
making differ for private
land/water, public land/water
and community owned
land/water? What restrictions
do private land holders have in
their land/water use decisions
and are they really applied? Or
how much decision making on
regional or national sphere
really interferes at the local
level?
Is there a management plan for
the region/ area? What is
its/their level of
implementation and which are
the institutions involved in
its/their implementation?

Yes

By county

Yes

Diagnostics

Yes

By county,
Conservation Area,
National

Yes

By county,
Conservation Area

What kind of legal restrictions
does exist at the different
administrative levels?
(Including conservation areas).
Wouldn’t be interesting also to
understand the local people
perception on the
environmental law
implementation? I think so. And
we could do that also with the
interviews

Yes

National and County
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Geographic / Geological /
Agronomic Information

6

Case study Area

7

Altitudes

8

Land cover/Land use

9

Water cover/ water use

10

Conservations Areas

Can we have the most detailed
map available of the case study
area?
What are the altitudes of the
area? Highest point, lowest
point?
What are the most important
forms of land cover and land
use?
What are the most important
forms of water cover and water
use?

Yes

Are there any conservation
areas, indigenous land or
kilombolas’ land? Are there
important nature protection
areas? Are there any national
parks in the area? Other
governmentally designated
protected areas?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Also Indigenous
Reserves

Environmental Data

11

Ecosystem

What kind of ecosystem does
exist in the region? What are
the potential economic gains
(profits from unsustainable
development) How are we
supposed to identify this? And
who would benefit from these
gains (locally, nationally and
internationally)? What are the
ecosystem services and
functions?

Yes

12

Climate

What are the climate
conditions in the region?

Yes

13

Water

Yes

Specific studies

14

Beach

What kind of aquatic resources
are there? How is the water
quality?
In case of beaches, are there
data about the beach quality?

Yes

Specific studies

15

Soil quality

What quality does the soil
have?

Yes

Regional
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16

Agricultural system

17

Baseline data

What kind of cultivation/crop
growing does exist? For what
kind of cultivation the soil is
appropriate? Are there figures
on harvest?
Are there any baseline data for
environmental data before the
project were starting?

Yes

By county

Yes

By conservation
area/protected area

Demographic Information

18

Number of inhabitants

How many people live in the
area in total?

Yes

By district

19

Number of inhabitants in rural/urban
areas

How many people live in the
rural, the urban parts of the
region?

Yes

By county

20

Number of communities

In how many villages /
settlements / communities?

Yes

By county

21

Social structure

Yes

By county

22

Ethnic composition

What is the structure: age,
gender?
What is the ethnic
composition? Are there any
major differences e.g. between
indigenous communities vs.
settlers or similar?

Yes

By county

23

Religious composition

What is the religious
composition of the population?

Yes

By county/district

24

Literacy

Yes

By county/district

25

Education

How many people can read and
write?
How is the educational
infrastructure? What schools
are there in the region? How is
the educational level of the
people that live there?

Yes

By county/district

Social/ Political Information

26

Political structure

E.g. is there one common
political body for the region or
only at community level and
province level?

Yes

Conservation
area/County

27

Administration structure

How is public administration
organized? What are the
administrative levels?

Yes

Conservation
area/County
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28

Political Representatives

Which are governing political
parties at the community and
regional /state level? Electoral
results (historical, maybe 50
years ago).Who are the persons
that are governing? How are
political representatives
selected/ elected? Are there
any informal selection
mechanism? Describe the local
political system in terms of
structure of councils,
parliaments etc. – Who is
responsible for what? How
many people are in each
group?

Yes

Local level historical
series may not be so
long.

29

Conflicts

Has there been any violent
conflict (between groups, not
individuals) in the region during
the last 30 years?

Yes

Specific studies

30

Corruption

Yes

Specific studies

31

Rule of Law

How important is corruption in
the region?
How strong is law enforcement
in the area?

Yes

32

(Local) Identity

Is there a common
understanding amongst
inhabitants that they belong to
the same region?

Yes

Environmental
Tribunal and Specific
Studies
Specific studies

How many NGO’s, clubs,
religious associations, unions,
private actors, etc. are there
(approximately)? How many of
them are related to ecological
sustainability?
What is the role of
international efforts to protect
the environment /land/water in
the region?

Yes

Specific studies

Maybe

Specific studies

Information on actors

33

NGOs, CSO, associations, private
actors

34

International institutions

35

Legal situation

What is the legal situation for
NGOs / CSOs/ private persons?
Are NGOs in the region rather
local/ indigenous or branches
from international NGOs?

Yes

Primary

36

Legal requirements

What are legal requirements
for CSOs do apply?

Yes

National

37

Register

Are CSOs requires to register? Is
there any accessible (local
/national) register of CSOs?

Yes
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38

Membership

And does the register provide
membership data? If not is
there any other accessible data
on CSO membership?

Yes

Initial assembly

39

Official Sources

Yes

Goals, Nature, board,
etc.

40

Financial Data

Maybe

Primary

41

Resources

What information on the CSO
can be retrieved from official
sources?
What information on financial
capabilities (turnover, funds)
are available?
What are the resources (of all
kind) of a particular CSO in
terms of committed time,
financial and material
resources and knowledge, etc?
To what extend are CSOs (in-)
dependent of external
resources (donors, project
grants, etc.)?Is a particular CSO
capable of employing / paying
any person in relation to its
activities? If so, what kind of
staff?

Maybe

Specific studies/
Primary

42

Perception about CSO/actors

Maybe

Specific studies/
Primary

43

Networks

Are CSOs/actors perceived as
influential stakeholder (by
themselves / by other
stakeholders)? Are there any
central figures determining the
Work of a particular CSO? Does
a particular CSO comprise
members that are generally
considered to be influential /
powerful in the local or regional
context? Are CSOs/ actors
considered to own some veto
power in local decisions
concerning their field of
interest?
Which of the above listed
organisation/ actors do cooperate / not co-operate? Are
there any (formal) cooperations between CSOs (e.g.
joint projects, initiatives, etc)?
Are CSOs/ actors or their key
personnel linked to any political
party or group? Do CSOs/actors
or key personnel make use of
networking technologies and
tools? (Internet, social
networks).

Yes

Maybe not
completely
comprehensive
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44

Structure of networks

45

Relations between government and
CSOs/actors

How important are ideological
positions (e.g. political,
religious, ethical beliefs) for cooperations? Or is co-operation
rather based on thematic
proximity? Is there any
hierarchy within networks? Or
any division of tasks /
specialisation? What is the role
of international Organisations/
NGOs?
Is there any regular working
relation between any
governmental level and CSOs/
actors? If Yes, is this
relationship exclusive to some
parts of the civil society? Is
there any formal channel
through which CSOs/ actors can
approach governmental
institutions? Do government
institutions provide any funding
for CSO/ actors activities? If so,
how does this affect the
perception of the CSOs by
concerned social groups? Do
CSOs/ actors systematically use
opposition to government
policies as a way to mobilise
support?

Yes

Specific studies

Yes

National and specific
studies

How the distribution of
property and income in the
region can be described? Is the
wealth/income distribution in
the communities rather equal
or unequal?
What are the most important
economic activities measured in
money and measured in share
of population depending on it
(please rank)?

Yes

By county

Yes

By county

What share of local people are
independent (farmers) or
employed (workers)?
What is the average salary for
untrained labour in the area?
What is the average wealth
level in the region? In what
form do people accumulate
wealth?
What are the most important
agricultural products?

Yes

By county

Yes

Not sure about
accumulation/ By
county

Yes

By county

Economic Information

46

Income distribution

47

Economic activities

48

Employment situation

49

Wealth

50

Production
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51

Export

What is the main export
product of the region?

Yes

By county

52

Imports

What are the most vital imports
into the region?

Maybe

By county

53

Infrastructure

How well is the region
connected by roads?

Yes

54

Communication and technologies

Maybe

55

Companies/ Industry

Yes

Specific Studies

56

Trade Unions

How is the communication
infrastructure developed? How
much of the area is covered by
mobile phone network? Are
there any regular local
newspapers / any local radio
stations? What share of the
households has a TV? A DVD
Player? What is the main
source of communication used
by the community?
What kind of industry or
companies are there in the
region? How dependent are the
communities on these
companies/industries
(employment/goods)?
Are there any trade unions and
who are they?

Roads by County, not
sure of the definition
of well covered
By county

Yes

By county

57

Productive Associations

Are there any productive
associations and who are they?

Yes

By county

58

Economic or trade agreements

Are there any economic
agreements or trade
agreement in the region?

Maybe

One case JUDESUR

Monitoring and Control

59

Monitoring

Is there any monitoring of the
land/water use? If Yes, how is it
organized?

Yes

By
universities/Regional7
Watershed/Conservat
ion Area

60

Illegal activities

Are the illegal uses still
practised? If Yes, how
frequently? What happens if
somebody gets caught doing an
illegal activity? How are people
caught? E.g. by rangers or by
controls on the market /
customs for illegal products?

Yes

Specific studies/Cout
cases/Conservation
Area

How is the situation on
property rights in the area?
Who owns the land/water? Is
part of the land/water
commonly owned? Are there
any private owners of very

Yes

Specific Studies/Public
Registry

Property rights:
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Property rights/land tenure

64

large land?

62

Title

63

Enforcement of titles

64

User rights

65

Government

Who has legal titles of the land
ownership?
How strong is the system of
legal title enforced?

Yes
Yes

Specific Studies/Public
Registry
Law, Court reports

Which land/water uses are
permitted? Which uses are
illegal?
Which governmental entity is
responsible for the
land/ water?

Yes

Law, Court reports

Has anybody in the community
ever received direct payments
for adopting a specific type of
land management? Are such
payments planned? Is there any
cash income from the
ecosystem? E.g. by ecotourism,
carbon credit sale, payments
for water services, payment for
agroecological production (e.g
organic, free ranch, biodiversity
friendly products, and so on..),
governmental cash transfer
programs for ecologically
important regions.
Which ecological programs are
implemented in the region?
What is the time horizon of
projects and program? Are
there any adaptations?

Yes

County/FONAFIFO/Sp
ecific Reports

Yes

Specific Reports

Specific
Reports/County:
Tourism, Palm, Rice,
Cattle, Fish, Shrimp,
Corn, Firewood
Can be done by
asking them/Specific
Reports

Yes

Payments for Ecosystem Services
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Payments

67

Programs

Forest, agricultural and fishing
products:

68

Use of products

Which products are
commercialized by the
communities? Which products
are privately used?

Yes

69

Importance of products

Please rank the products
mentioned in the last two
questions in terms of their
importance for the locals.

Yes
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Various:
70

Infrastructure

How well is the area electrified?
How do people cook? Do they
have TV, telephone and
internet?)Is there fluent water
and a sewage system? How is
the waste management
organised? (Both solid waste
and human waste)How is the
drinking water availability?
How is the transportation
(public transport, roads)

Yes

By county

71

Health situation

Are there any major health
problems in the area?

Yes

By county/maybe
district

72

Crime rate

How dangerous is the area in
terms of crime? Is there any
organised crime in the area?

Yes

By County

73

Taboos

Are there any important
“taboos” in the region e.g. you
can’t talk about HIV or similar?

Yes

Specific Studies
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